Product Price List
Effective 7/1/2020

DatamedFT™ Format Translator
A DatamedFT™ system consists of the DatamedFT™ v3 Base Software License plus one or more device Connection Licenses. A device Connection License is required for each acquisition EKG device that will send records to the translator software. Each order must specify the quantity and model number(s) of the devices. The DatamedFT™ v3 Base Software License is configured for a specific Host System and cannot be changed except by ordering a new Base Software License.

DatamedFT™ v3 Base Software License .............................................................. $1,600 USD
This is required for all installations and includes the DatamedFT™ software. In addition to the software, Device Licenses must be purchased for each acquisition device as listed below.

DFT Cardiograph Connection License (each Cardiograph) ............................... $800 USD
DFT Bedside Monitor Connection License (each Bedside Monitor) ................. $400 USD
DFT Defibrillator/Monitor Connection License (each Defibrillator/Monitor) ....... $400 USD
DFT System Input License (Combines with the Base License for a Host to Host License) .... $8,400 USD
This license is intended for customers who have two different storage / management systems and want to set up a data feed from one to the other. It does not apply to acquisition devices.

DatamedRcv™ EKG Receiver Modules
DatamedRcv™ EKG Receiver Modules are optional add-on accessories for DatamedFT™ that provide protocol-specific reception for certain devices. Receiver Modules run as system services that monitor serial or (W)LAN ports for the desired protocol. These modules write out the EKG files for the DatamedFT™ service to convert. Depending on the desired service, additional hardware and/or setup may be necessary. A DatamedFT™ v3 Base Software License is required for these modules.

DRCV01 License (For GE®/Marquette® cardiographs and ZOLL® defibrillators) ....... $600 USD
This module will receive Serial/Modem/LAN/WLAN transmissions from most GE® cardiographs, GE/Marquette® MAC-VU cardiographs, and certain ZOLL® defibrillators.

DRCV02 License (For Philips® PageWriter® Touch/Trim/TC cardiographs and PIIC IX) ..... $600 USD
This module will receive LAN/WLAN transmissions from Philips PageWriter® Touch, PageWriter® Trim II/III, PageWriter® TC-series cardiographs, and from PIIC IX.

DRCV03 License (For HP® XLI cardiographs) ..................................................... $600 USD
This module will receive Serial/Modem transmissions from HP®/Philips M17xx-series (PageWriter® XLI/XLS/XLe/300/300i/ 300pi/200/200i/100/100i) cardiographs.

DRCV05 License (For Dräger Infinity® monitors) ................................................ $600 USD
This module will receive LAN transmissions from Dräger Infinity® monitors.

DatamedSnd™ EKG Transmitter Modules
DatamedSnd™ EKG Transmitter Modules are optional add-on accessories for DatamedFT™ that provide protocol-specific transmission mechanisms for host systems that may not be able to load a file directly. Transmitter Modules run as system services that monitor a folder for translated files and send the files using the appropriate protocol. A DatamedFT™ v3 Base Software License is required for these modules.

DSND01 (For DICOM® storage/management systems) ....................................... $600 USD
DatamedWL™

A DatamedWL™ system consists of the DatamedWL™ v3 Base Software License plus one or more device Connection Licenses. A device Connection License is required for each acquisition EKG device that will query for orders from the software. Each order must specify the quantity and model number(s) of the devices. The DatamedWL™ v3 Base Software License is configured for a specific Host System and cannot be changed except by ordering a new Base Software License.

This is an optional add-on for DatamedFT™, and these costs are in addition to the license costs for DatamedFT™.

DatamedWL™ v3 Base Software License ........................................................................................................... $800 USD
DWL Cardiograph Connection License ......................................................................................................... $400 USD

Additional Server License for Test or Backup

This allows a test server and/or a redundant backup server to be running with an identical license configuration as the production server. The cost is calculated as a percentage of the software licenses that will be duplicated on the additional server.

15% of System Cost

Support / Maintenance Plans

A Support / Maintenance Plan (SMP) includes technical support by phone, email, or remote access, as well as minor version updates and patch releases for all covered software products. SMPs are required for all new installations or changes and are available for periods of one to five years. The cost is calculated as a percentage of the current total system software license cost.

1 Year – 10%     2 Years – 16%     3 Years – 22%     4 Years – 28%     5 Years – 34%

When renewing support after the initial term, if there is no gap in coverage then the percentages are discounted to: 8% for 1 Year, 14% for 2 Years, 20% for 3 years, 26% for 4 years, and 32% for 5 years.

Upgrading to Version 3

V2 software was end-of-life on April 30, 2020. Upgrade eligibility is based on the date the Base Software License was originally purchased.

- Systems purchased on or after January 1, 2015 are eligible for a software upgrade to v3. The upgrade fee is $2,500 for the production server and $375 each for any additional servers (test/backup). The license key(s) will be exchanged for new license key(s) during the upgrade. If the support plan has expired or if there are less than 90 days until expiration, a support renewal is required with the upgrade.
- Systems purchased prior to January 1, 2015 are not eligible for an upgrade but can be traded in for a new v3 system. The trade-in value is based on the purchase date. Contact Datamed for a quote.

Terms and Conditions

All prices are exclusive of any shipping costs, taxes, and/or duties. Payment may be made by ACH transfer, bank wire, check, or (in some cases) credit card. The products are shipped FOB New York, USA (Ex Works). Software products are not returnable once installed. Because the hardware security key contains the license(s), lost or stolen keys cannot be replaced. All software is subject to a EULA which can be found at http://www.datamed.com/docs/DatamedFT_EULA.pdf.

TRADEMARKS: Datamed is a registered trademark of Datamed LLC. Marquette, GE, MUSE and MAC are registered trademarks of GE Medical Systems Information Technologies, Inc. Burdick is a registered trademark of Mortara Instrument, Inc. DICOM is a registered trademark of NEMA Corp. PageWriter is a registered trademark of Koninklijke Philips Electronics. ZOLL is a registered trademark of ZOLL Medical Corporation.